Kids Beginners Cosplay Creation
At Lakeland Village Community Center

..

Basic Cosplay Helme.t

Basic Cosplay Weapon

Wednesdays 1 pm to3 pm

Fridays 1 pm to 3 pm

July 20 and 27

July 22 and 29

✓ Class 1: Design and pattern creation, cutting
and gluing foam or other material

✓ Class 1: Design and pattern creation, Cutting
and gluing foam or cardboard

✓ Class 2: Painting & Details

✓ Class 2: Painting and details, Character
presentations, photos

Registration Deadline: July 13th

Starting with a basic bucket helmet, determine
your own variations for your design. Make it
medieval or sci-fi. You will be creating with
foam and will be using art supplies or recycled
items to make it uniquely yours.

Registration Deadline: July

15th

Starting with basic PVC pieces, create a weap
on for your character that will highlight their
powers or skills. You will be creating with foam
and carboard or anything else that you think
will work.

This is a beginners level class for those that have always wanted to learn cosplay creations but didn't know where to start.
Participants will be encouraged to determine their own backstory for their character and are encouraged to create their own costumes at
home to go with their helmet and weapon. The final class will focus on those characters and what they created to bring those characters to
life.
This course will be open to kids 12 and up as it does require the use of cutting tools and rubber cement (under the supervision and assis
tance of 2 adults). Participation will be limited to 12 kids per class and you must enroll for all 4 classes. Your child must be able to follow
instructions and understand the general safety needs of working with or near glue and sharp objects. Any child not following instructions will
be subject to being sent home and cancelled from the workshops without possibility of a refund. You will be required to sign a waiver with
your registration.

An artist from Lake Elsinore, Matthew Sandoval
originally started making art at a young age, from
drawing to sculpting, up through high school.
He joined STU D10 395 as a volunteer in 2019 and
taught a class in model making before being brought on
to the newest project at the time, Galactic Embassy. He
contributed a good portion to that project, from cre
ating the majority of the creatures, the entire band, the
music for said band, and even the logo for the project
used in marketing.
Matthew has also done personal projects, from painting
miniature sculptures to kit-bashing and doing commis
sions as well. Matthew's personal projects can be
viewed on IG at @jurassic_matthew or he can be
reached at matthew@studio395.org.

Each class is $50 for the 2 week course
Or take both classes for $80
Call 951-471-4407 to save a spot for
the classes. Only 12 spots will be avail
able for each class.
16275 Grand Ave., Lake Elsinore
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